
With Seismic and Spekit, you can optimize your sales team’s performance and 
keep their deals moving forward.


 Embed reinforcement of your sales 
process and playbooks in your CRM by embedding Speks where they're more 

relevant and link to the content in Seismic that they need every step of the way.


Drive adoption of your sales methodology.

Seismic +  Spekit  =  Be t ter Toge ther

How Seismic & Spekit Can Optimize 
Your Sales Team’s Performance


Building a winning enablement strategy requires more than just rock-star sales reps and 
a powerful content management system like Seismic. If your sales team is spending more 
time trying to figure out what content to send to a prospect or is constantly pinging your 

Enablement and Ops teams with process or training follow up questions, Spekit can help. 


Store and organize customer-facing content to 
accelerate the selling motion (Case Studies, 
Product Overviews, Security Documentation)


Curate and surface content to your sales teams to 
send based on the stage in the buying process 


Track insights on content engagement from your 
customers and prospects to measure 
effectiveness and impact on your revenue goals 
and other important metrics.


A  content management system 
is  designed to:

A JUST- IN-TIME ENABLEMENT 
SOLUTION is  designed to:

Reinforce your sales process and methodology 
with contextual training in your CRM and other 
sales technologies 


Deliver step-by-step process guidance to drive 
adoption of your tools and workflows and reduce 
support


Accelerate employee onboarding and knowledge 
retention content and resources at their fingertips. 


Measure effectiveness of your training and 
adoption of your tools and processes. 

see more AT spek it.com
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View full sales playbook in Seismic



How Seismic & Spekit Can Optimize Your 
Sales Team’s Performance


Improve your team’s objection-handling in real-time. Use Spekit to share contextual content like a 
competitive battle card that’s available when a competitor is identified in a Salesforce opportunity, 

and include a link to the customer-facing competitive one-page sell sheet.


Maximize your expansion and upsell opportunities. Use Spekit to keep your product 
and services value props visible to your teams while working in Salesforce and include 

links to the latest product sheets in Seismic.
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